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NEWS

news
We’ve seen albums released on many unusual items; a t-shirt (Mos Def),
a hand-cranked music box (Mogwai), a soup can (Max Tundra) and as
sheet music (Beck), but now Oxford indie label Alcopop! have released
their Alcopopular 6 – Highway to the Velodrome showcase on a fixie bike!
The Mango-manufactured bikes/albums cost £300 and along with a fine set of wheels you get
14 tracks by the likes of Max Raptor, The Wyches, The Spills, Birdskulls and Pet Moon. Buy on
bike, CD or digital download from ilovealcopop.com.
Charly Coombes, ex-Supergrass and New Breed,
has recently embarked on a solo career. Coombes’
debut solo release No Shelter is an 11-track
acoustic album produced by his brother Gaz and
features Ride’s Loz Colbert. No Shelter is released
on limited edition vinyl, CD and digital formats. A
series of live acoustic shows in the UK and Brazil
will accompany the release. Preview the album at
www.charlycoombes.com/music.cfm

Giulia Biasibetti

Audioscope, Oxford’s very own fundraising festival in aid of
Shelter sold out the Jericho Tavern in late November. Now in
its 13th year, the organisers showcase fresh local talent as
well as national and international acts with an emphasis on
a real melting pot of sounds throughout the day. As usual,
there was something for everyone and plenty to discover.
Adam Gnade performed a selection of his unique ‘talking
songs’ to a hushed audience and local act Salvation Bill used
looping pedals and a stuffed crow called Russell to win some new fans. The impressive Pye
Corner Audio dimmed the lights and transported the crowd with complex layers of analogue
electronics. After the event, Audioscope’s Stuart Fowkes told OMS “We sold the venue out for
the second year running and it was a stunner, with heartbreaking tunes to close from Califone,
Esben and the Witch (pictured) tearing the roof off, and Eat Lights Become Lights got the room
dancing. For the bands to give up their time for free to support us and support Shelter is
always amazing, so a big public THANK YOU.” For more info on future events, go to
www.audioscope.co.uk or keep in touch at twitter.com/audioscope

The future of PMT, the music shop on Cowley Road was under threat recently. The shop nearly
had to close its doors and find a new site to make way for a Travelodge restaurant/café. More
than 2,000 people signed up to a Facebook petition in the days before, but the planning
permission for Travelodge, who will be opening a hotel upstairs, was turned down after the
local council voted against it unanimously.
Foals have released a concert film Live at the Royal Albert Hall. It’s filmed
by Dave Ma during their gigs at the Albert Hall in March, with songs including
‘Olympic Airways’, ‘My Number’, ‘Inhaler’ and ‘Spanish Sahara’ (with three
exclusives on the Blu-ray version – ‘Total Life Forever’, ‘Balloons’ and
‘Miami’) and is punctuated with interviews and very candid backstage
footage including guitarist Jimmy’s not-to-be-missed comedy banana gunslinging. There’s also
a documentary Nothing Left Unsaid. The DVD comes packaged with latest album Holy Fire,
while the Blu Ray version has the film, documentary, videos and live sessions.
SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

Look out for local record label
Bear on a Bicycle’s magazine
Urban Trees which they tell us
is packed with art, music
reviews and poetry. You can
buy it at outlets around town or
subscribe on their website
bearonabicycle.co.uk. The label’s
Christmas party is at the Cellar
on December 19 with DJ sets
from NVOY and Salvation Bill.
Tickets are £5 or free if you’re
wearing BOAB merch.
The Old Fire Station, the arts
venue on George Street, Oxford
has started up a monthly music
night on Sundays titled The
Listening Room as part of their
programme. Each month will
feature three acts from the
local music scene. Artists wishing to appear on a future lineup
should get in touch by emailing
info@oldfirestation.org.uk.
For event details visit
oldfirestation.org.uk
Manacles of Acid have their
303-driven deep tech excursion
‘Looms’ included on a new
compilation of electronic cuts
entitled Music Sans Frontiers.
The album also includes
Affie Yusuf, B12, Plaid and
Radioactive Man, and it aims to
raise money for medical and
humanitarian aid around
the globe. You can download it
on a ‘pay what you choose’ basis
at balkanvinyl.bandcamp.com/
album/music-sans-frontiers

Oxfordshire Music Scene is published
by Back & to the Left.
Editor: Stewart Garden
Contact: back2left@gmail.com
Design: Simon Minter at nineteenpoint.com
Thanks and Merry Christmas to all the
contributors: Leo Bowder, Andrew Fletcher,
Andrew Grillo, Ulises Lima, James Cunning,
Caroline Corke, Tom McKibbinm, Liz
Green, Celina McDonald, Harry Lawlor
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“boot stomping, sing-alongs,
plenty
of volume”
by michael chilcott

EMPTY WHITE CIRCLES
G

iven that they have
only been together as
a band for eight months,
Empty White Circles have
made a pretty big
impression locally. The
young five-piece are
generally dumped in with
Oxford’s Americana scene
but there’s more to them
than that – they bring a
variety of influences from
pop, indie and folk to their
bold, harmonic sound. We
caught up with the band
on the eve of the release of
their new live EP, which
captures the band at their
widescreen best.

Influences
We asked the band how
they feel about being
pigeonholed as an
Americana band: “We are
often referred to as a pop
band or suggested as
Americana/indie/folk. To
be honest, I don’t think
any of us truly know what

genre we fall under.” What
inspires the band, both
musically and lyrically? As
a five-piece, is there a
disparate set of influences
on the table, or are you all
pretty much on the same
page? “We all have varied
tastes amongst ourselves but
there are a few particular
artists we all seem to agree
on. Our aim is to create
something fresh and exciting
and, ultimately, that is fun!
We are constantly
challenging ourselves and
each other to write, both
musically and lyrically, in
an approach which,
although at first may seem
familiar, offers our own
stamp and unique angle.
It’s important not to limit
yourselves as a band in
order to ‘fit’ a genre you
feel most likened to.”

Conneticut – Kevin and
Sean Duggan – so we asked
how they found their way
to Oxford, and how the
band came together as a
five-piece. “Kevin and
Sean’s parents moved from
the US to Germany about
five years ago. For a want
of a new pursuit and to
study, both Kevin and
Sean naturally gravitated
towards the UK. They have
some family connections
with Oxford and it is a
great place to live, especially
for anyone seeking a place
to play music. The rest of
us (drummer Ricky
Eastwood, bassist Dave
Royston and guitarist Calum
To) came to join the band
through mutual friends and
were also eager to find other
like-minded musicians.
That’s it in short!”

Family matters

Local scene

The band are fronted
by two brothers from

Given this globetrotting
and eventually settling in
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Oxford, we were interested
to know what the band
thought of the city’s music
scene in general. “There’s
a real sense of community
within the Oxford music
scene. Even when looking
through a line-up when we
are booked for a gig it’s
always great to see bands
you know and are friends
with playing the same
night. Being surrounded by
great music is inspiring as
it pushes you as a band to
be the best you can
possibly be. However, what
makes ‘the scene’ unique
can have a negative impact
and it sometimes feels a bit
insular. As great as Oxford
is, there is a lot going on
outside of it and this is
possibly forgotten from
time to time. A band can
end up being compared with
other local bands simply
because they share the same
postcode when in reality
they are nothing alike.”
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Highlights
Although they’ve been
together for a short time,
Empty White Circles have
already built up a strong
reputation, especially for
their live show. We asked
whether the band had any
particular highlights of their
short career so far. “For a
new band such as ourselves,
each gig is part of a steep
learning curve and is
therefore unique and special
in its own right. There are
however those particular
gigs which seem to ‘just go
right’. Those are the ones
where you’ll be sporting a
silly grin for the rest of the
night and that rank as some
of the best moments.” Do
you have any particular
favourite shows? “Truck
festival and our recent
show with BBC
Introducing at the O2 are
probably the best we’ve
played so far. The O2 in
particular was a real proud

moment for us all. The
response we received that
night was overwhelming
and we’re still pinching
ourselves. You can’t beat a
good gig.”

sound with no tricks or
gimmicks. It’s exciting to
have something to be
proud of to show people
and for them to hear.”

Gigs coming
Latest EP
The band’s latest EP
captures this live energy
brilliantly – how did it
come about? ‘The energy
we aim to inject into our
live show is a real integral
part of our sound and is
something that has always
been missing in previous
attempted recordings. The
new EP was recorded at
Studio Focus Recording
with Tom Gill and
Mike Hill. When
compared with anything
else we’ve ever done, it all
felt too easy. They seem to
just know exactly the
sound we are after and we
couldn’t be happier with it.
The Live EP is a true
representation of our

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

So, for newcomers hearing
the record who are
interested in catching you
live, what can they expect
from an EWC live show?
“Boot stomping, singalongs, plenty of volume
and some occasional
nervous rambling in
between songs. That’s fun,
right?’ Have you got any
shows in the pipeline?
“There are a few gigs lined
up here and there up until
December including a
couple of dates in
Germany (Frankfurt). To
be able to experience other
music scenes (especially in
different countries) is an
amazing opportunity and
it’ll be our first real road
trip as a band!”

Action-packed
So what are the plans for the
future? Have you talked
about the possibility of an
album? “There are a few
new songs that are almost
ready and we are looking
forward to playing those live.
Given that we’ve only been
together for about eight
months now, we’re still
finding our sound as a band
and that’s something that is
really starting to evolve.
This year has been actionpacked and we are planning
to kick off the New Year
with more of the same.
There’s talk of another EP
and we’ll be booking loads
more gigs too. There’s
plenty of hard work ahead
for EWC but we’re excited
to get stuck in and looking
forward to it.”

listen to empty
white circles at
emptywhitecircles.
bandcamp.com
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Leo Bowder

the
riddim
section
Susan Cadogan, DJ Derek,
Congo Natty

Another top night for the
rootically inclined was 1st
November; Susan Cadogan
(pictured) playing with
well-honed London vibes
merchants Sidewalk
Doctors. For those not
familiar, she was big in
the ’70s with lover’s rock
hits like ‘Hurt So Good’,
‘Piece of My Heart’ and
tracks recorded with Lee
‘Scratch’ Perry and, later,
the Mad Professor. Voice
still stunning and magnetic
onstage presence intact, she
was more than a warm up
for groovy septuagenarian
superstar DJ Derek
(pictured). This was the
Bristolian’s, ahem, ‘last’
performance (see later) in
Oxford before he retires on
the 31st December. With a
bottle of real ale to one
side and a stack of vinyl to
the other, he rocked the
crowd like the ragga
grandpapa he is and will
clearly remain. Another
highlight was Original
Junglist Congo Natty’s
storming set in the early
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Leo Bowder

The sunny sounds of the
Wailers – Bob’s old band –
gave some aural respite
from our wet and wintry
autumn. They performed
multi-platinum (25 million
and counting) album
Legend in its entirety on the
2nd of October at the O2.
We were privileged to
reason with sole original
Wailer, Aston ‘Family
Man’ (so named due to the
size of his brood) après gig.
We wander backstage,
where we’re amusingly
misidentified as the local
’erb connection, before
catching the diminutive
bassist with the colossal
basslines (where would
‘Stir it Up’, ‘Sun is
Shining’ or ‘Get Up,
Stand Up’ be without
them?). Barrett not only
plays the four-string,
but has the lowest voice
we ever heard. He tells
us new Wailers product is
on the way. He hopes it
will “hit the airwave by
Christmas”. It’s reggae
taking another form”
And he should know…

leo b speaks to former rebel
mc/’jungle revolution’ man

Leo Bowder

roots and culture with leo b

The Wailers

congo
natty

DJ DEREK

SUSAN CADOGAN
hours of 24th October (the
Cellar’s midweek sessions
no friend of the early next
day – rising professional).
A Freerange special
featuring local roots
specialist Red-I and Dan-I
on decks beforehand – it
soon turned the venue into
something like the inside
of a saucepan when
popcorn is being made.

Reggae Christmas Eve
and more
On the December horizon,
we’ve got David Rodigan
faves, nine-piece, The
Drop, and Bam Bam
Sound with Count
Skylarkin on the 6th at the
Cellar, Ska Cubano’s Natty

Bo and the Original
Rabbit Foot Spasm Band
at the Bullingdon on the
14th. Then the annual
Reggae Christmas Eve
Extravaganza at the O2
with Bristol’s Laid Blak,
Joe Peng, DJ Bujy and
Count S. Then there is DJ
Derek’s final final farewell
to Oxford (although I’m
skeptical) on the 30th. It’s
at the Cellar – tickets £5
on the door from 10pm.

check our weekly
roots reggae radio
programme the riddim
show on ox105fm:
www.facebook.com/
theriddimshow
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Congo Natty is Dread.
Dreader than Dread. The
Riddim Section has met
few quite as Dread. His
Rasta-hat is almost as
voluminous as Jah Shaka’s.
Even his beard is locksed.
He speaks in a London/
patois hybrid. A cynic
might say that his
wholehearted embrace of
the I-tal Conscious Life is a
direct result of UK hip
hop’s mistrustful reaction
to his early success as
Rebel MC with the
number three hit ‘Street
Tuff ’. Yet through the 90s,
his sound gradually
developed into the roots
heavy purist drum‘n’bass
of this year’s modern
classic ‘Jungle Revolution’.
It also features General
Levy, Top Cat, Tippa
Irie and Tenor Fly as
well as samples from
Marley, Tosh and the
cult 80s film Babylon.
We catch him after a
typically high energy set
at the Cellar.
“Every time we come to
Oxford, it’s like the fire is

increasing. More fiyah!
Tonight was like
maximum heat!”
OMS: And what of this
level of recognition?
(Congo has been
approached almost
continuously as we stand in
the middle of Oxford’s
Cornmarket at 2.45 am)
“Woy! I think what it is,
brother, is that Jah’s music
is so revolutionary that
people – they love it, seen?
That’s a special thing
because that energy is from
Haile Selassie (deceased
Ethiopian Emperor, aka
Ras Tafari). We make that
kinetic link. So people are
not trying to link me, it’s
more [that they want to
connect to] the light and
the spirit. The Source
came through many
vessels; we are the vessels
in this time and there’s
more before us and after
us. They are here to spread
the Message. That is –
don’t take the microchip;
the microchip is the mark
of the Beast, it’s written by
the Prophet Yohannis (sp.

SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

possibly John the Divine,
writer of Revelation) on the
Mount of Patmos. We’re
here in the 21st century
just fulfilling the prophesy,
youknowwhadImean?”
OMS: Errrr…
“Bob Marley, Peter Tosh,
Garnett Silk – they set the
way. Tosh is alive, Bob’s
alive, they’re all alive.
We see alive as being
fleshical but there’s more
to it than that…”
OMS: Sure, ah, and the
new album. That got very
good reviews.
“It’s the first album I’ve
released in the UK that’s
actually got good press,
naahmean? It took 21 years
and it’s an honour to still be
recognized. The albums that
came out in the 90s – there
was a lot of fight. The music
was sort of ahead of its time.
So people weren’t expecting
it, knowwhatImean? This
time around it’s had all those
years for people to hear it for
what it really is, you know?”
OMS: what’s the
connection between roots
reggae and jungle music?

“We’re the children of
the Roots. They were our
fathers in music and in life.
The earthly fathers that we
had – they weren’t up to
speed with talking about the
real thing. They kind of got
tricked by Babylon. So we
didn’t get to know about
Africa, about slavery,
about Haile Selassie I the
first. Now with this music,
this wave of dubwise and
reggae – it woke us up.
We’re the youths of that.
So when our music
comes through, it’s in
our spirit already.”
OMS: Any last message
to the Oxford Junglist
Massive? “I would just say,
they’re so special because
they haven’t bought in to
the Babylon bullshit. They’ve
seeked [sic] a music, they
found it, and they love it,
and I respect them… They
haven’t gone through with
what the media says they
should listen to; they’ve gone
and found their own thing.
Do you know what I mean?”
Reckon we do, Mr Natty,
reckon we do…
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gary numan
o2 academy, oxford
The elder statesman of electronic pop is touring the UK on the
back of his new album Splinter. In case you’ve been living on Mars
for a while, he ruled the mainstream in the late 70s with his band
Tubeway Army as a pioneer of ‘EDM’ (as they call it now) – ‘Cars’
and ‘Are Friends Electric’ and many more, all of which have been
sampled to death by the likes of Basement Jaxx and Sugababes.
As Numan takes to the stage, it’s clear he believes there’s no time
to rest on his laurels, do the obvious thing, and launch into his
impressive catalogue of genre-defining singles. Most of his set is
recent material – he has a reputation as a serious artist, as
opposed to one who milks it on the 80s circuit – to live up to, you

know. The dark ‘Love Hurt Bleed’ is a highlight from Splinter, with
a driving beat and typically catchy synthesiser riff, and 2011’s
moody, bass-driven ‘The Fall’ which builds into one of his
trademark memorable choruses. Numan has an arresting stage
presence – violently head-banging across the stage, to standing
at his microphone, making slow, balletic, arm movements as he
delivers a verse with that unmistakeable vocal style. After riotous
demands for ‘more’, Numan plays an encore, giving the crowd
what they really want – they join in rowdily with the synthesiser riff
on ‘Are Friends Electric’, which makes him spoil his intense
demenour as he finally cracks a smile. (CM)

con-fusion
pegasus theatre, oxford
Con-fusion is a collaboration between renowned man of steel
(drums) Fimber Bravo and Alexis Taylor; the falsetto-equipped lead
singer of UK indie-dance chaps Hot Chip. Having found out about
the show in the preceding week, and being aware of little
fanfare – tonight is a fairly low-key event given that it marks a
fairly established artist playing a small gig, in a side project that
appears to be purely for his musical enjoyment. The Pegasus is
oddly charming as ever, with its school lecture theatre vibe,
although the theatre preferences for music starting on time and
two sets separated by an interval do catch some attendees out.
I’ll admit it was the presence of Mr Taylor that drew me out
tonight, and I hadn’t attended a show where the steel pan is the
lead instrument, but it does make for quite a change to the more
traditional ‘three bands on a Friday night at the Wheatsheaf’. Fimber
is a charismatic band leader and opens proceedings with a
beautifully melancholic solo instrumental, before welcoming his kora
player for the evening. After a couple more downbeat numbers that
are enjoyable and cinematic in scope, Fimber welcomes the band
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onstage and hints that although tonight is a seated gig, he will not
be expecting the audience to stay off their feet for long. The second
half marks an upturn in energy and there are a couple of vocal turns
from Taylor (who is in fine fettle and content to twiddle with various
synths and effects when not on vocal duties). The band seem to be
having a lot of fun with their mix of electronics, manic steel drum work
and rapid-fire kora arpeggios, and it is this energy (along with
Fimber’s polite demands) that leads the whole of the audience to leave
their chairs and throw some shapes for the remainder of the set.
In a performance that, at times, seemed slightly formulaic,
what really marked the songs was the omnipresence of the steel
drums – they became the constant, the rhythm and the lead, and
freed up the rest of the band to create what was a fairly eclectic
set around them. A shorter set in a more dance oriented venue
may have translated better (the Cellar would have been a good
choice), but tonight at least marked something different, and a bit
of a coup for the Pegasus, uniting fans of uber cool indie-dance
bands with those of world – renowned steel drummers! (AG)
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COMANECHI

Leo Bowder

GARY NUMAN
Celina Macdonald

Celina Macdonald

live

BLACK HATS

comanechi
jericho tavern, oxford
It’s obvious from the outset that this will be a memorable and
unpredictable night. Opening for Comanechi are local act Agness
Pike; the lead singer, dressed like a toy soldier and wearing a Hula
Hoops bag in place of a war medal, sings and preaches from a
self-help book. The audience maintain a safe distance as though
unsure if this captivating performer is as genuinely off-the-hook
as he seems. Later, main support Female Smell use the space in
front of the stage creatively as their frontman throws himself
around there throughout the band’s riot of a set.
Tonight’s headline act, Comanechi’s singer, Akiko ‘Keex’ Matsuura,
throws off her fur coat on-stage to reveal a typically flamboyant
outfit covered in sequins and feathers. The band rocket through

their set, the songs all at once deliciously pop-catchy and violently
loud and disjointed. Akiko talks briefly between songs: “This is a song
called ‘Hate’,” she says, “Are you ready?” But without waiting for
a reply she is already screaming the opening verse. Akiko swings
ambivalently from themes of love to hate as she owns the stage
completely. Guitarist Simon Petrovitch sways to his urgent, jangly
guitar, causing a ripple of excitement from the audience with the
opening riff of ‘Love is the Cure’. Drummer Charlie Heaton has a
teddy bear hanging off the front of his vest until the animal falls
off, a casualty of the violence of the performance. It’s not just toy
bears getting lost in all the pandemonium, the audience certainly
are too – easy when a band is this infectiously energetic. (CM)

stiff little fingers / black hats
o2 academy, oxford
The Black Hats are stalwart defenders of fuzzy punk pop with an
ear for a rock solid riff and melodic hook; they’ve been blazing
their own singular trail for many a year as the ‘Shires younglings
rise and fall. ‘The Chang’, ‘Just Fall’, ‘We Write Things Down’, and
newer tracks from their …Ho Polloi album have their own special
energy. The Hats are relative newcomers compared to main act
SLF whose first ‘hit’ was nearly 40 years ago! Whilst never
reaching the dizzy heights of the Clash or Pistols – or even their
compatriots the Undertones – they still epitomise the post-’77
punk spirit, with explosive vigour. The mosh pit starts early on
and doesn’t stop until ‘Alternative Ulster’ finally grinds to a halt.
Singer Jake Burns’ throaty howl sweeps through the venue – his
sheer onstage commitment inspiring. Original skinhead bass
SEE BACK ISSUES AT WWW.BACK2LEFT.CO.UK

player Ali McMordie is a hyperactive delight, running from side to
side, throwing shapes and clapping – during the brief lulls when
he has a spare hand .Steve Grantley’s military beat keeps the
whole thing together; his work on John Peel fave ‘Suspect Device’
and ‘Johnny Was’ nothing short of spectacular. They tip the hat to
reggae with a cover of the Specials’ ‘Doesn’t Make it Alright’
and ‘Roots, Radics, Rockers and Reggae’. Indeed, it is their sheer
musicianship (considering some of the other bands of the
time who thrived on an inability to play properly) and the fact that
they continue to be relevant, when you think of the contemporary
bands they have influenced, that might help to explain their
continuing appeal. Nobody’s Heroes? Not likely, everybody’s
heroes tonight. (LB & SG)
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in pictures

bbc introducing
in oxford
with show producer liz green

gathering festival
various venues, east oxford

Band of the year 2013:
Wild Swim

All pictures by Harry Lawlor

The baroque pop five
piece Wild Swim have
made real strides in the
three years since we first played them and we’ve just
announced them as our Band of the Year for 2013. There
is something spectral about the group with wide ranging
influences that make them very difficult to pin down.
Tracks like ‘Echo’ and ‘Another Night’ make you feel like
you’re wandering along a darkened corridor with a glint
of light at the end; Richard’s sultry vocals encouraging you
onward. We were thrilled to announce them as the Band
of the Year and they certainly seemed pleased – Richard
and Jacob from the band simply said “we’re chuffed!”.
It’s still early days for the band – next year they’ll be
releasing an album – and having seen their recent gig at
the North Wall in Summertown – it will be a must listen.
The band are clearly heavily influenced by electronic
music. Indeed, Carlos and Jamie from the band even
have their own side project known as Cubiq and are
building up quite a portfolio of remixes – which are well
worth checking out. When they were on the show
recently they recommended former schoolmate, local
electro producer and BBC Introducing in Oxford
favourite Theo Bass. We played his track ‘Mr Stelakis’,
a jaunty, cerebral, sample-led track that would sit
comfortably on an early Boards of Canada record.
We’ll be celebrating with Wild Swim again at the
Upstairs gig in January at the O2 Academy with
support from other promising local musicians. We’ve
also got our Christmas Radio Special coming up on the
21st of December. To get us into the festive spirit, we’re
going to be inviting bands/artists to join us for a party
at the studio. There’ll be mince pies and we’re hoping
that we might get a few special Christmas collaborations
to take place. If you’d like to come along to perform or
just be in the audience, email Elizabeth.green1@bbc.co.uk
You can listen to us live every Saturday from
8pm–9pm on 95.2FM or online at
www.bbc.co.uk/oxford to hear the latest in
Oxfordshire music. The show is also available
as listen again on the iPlayer, or you can
subscribe to the podcast via iTunes. Or if you
have any music news you’d like included in the
show, email me at elizabeth.green1@bbc.co.uk.

LONDON GRAMMAR

CANDY SAYS

SPRING OFFENSIVE
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local releases
flights of helios
star/crow
Self-pronounced post-prog, drone-pop collective Flight of
Helios have blessed us with their debut single, a good oldfashioned double A-side which is easily one of the best
singles to come out of Oxford for some time. The stuttering
rhythms, sun-kissed synths, and Chris Beard’s lush
vocal harmonies and evocative lyrics bring to mind the
likes of Elbow and Spiritualized, but both songs here
also display an unabashed pop sensibility which,

stornoway
you don’t know anything
Hot on the heels of Tales From Terra Firma, Stornoway’s second
album from earlier this year, comes You Don’t Know Anything,
an EP of bits and pieces that didn’t make the album – and
it’s easy to see why. Not that there’s a question of quality
here – all the material contained within its 25 minutes is of
the standard we’ve come to expect from the boys. It’s just that
these six songs veer from style to style and don’t allow the listener
to settle into a mood. Take the final two tracks for example,
firstly, the title track has a melody that is unmistakably
Stornoway – with the layered vocals rising into a unified
crescendo that reminds of ‘We Are the Battery Humans’ from
their debut album. ‘Clockwatching’ is another matter entirely
– a highlight of their Town Hall shows earlier in the year, it
could almost be an outtake from the Rocky Horror soundtrack.

reichenbach falls
stay home, elizabeth
Reichenbach Falls are unfortunate to have been tagged by some
journalists as ‘experimental’ exponents of Americana, folk, or
country, when, in reality, they don’t stray too far from a blueprint
laid out by any number of NME darlings waving that Americana
flag. What Reichenbach Falls do well, however, is to craft songs
building on a sense of emotional urgency with jangly guitars,
delicate vocals and an underlying warmth that will appeal to
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refreshingly, never veers towards
mainstream banality.
‘Star’ is a celestial love ode,
and as irresistibly infectious as
anything I have heard this year –
the combined elements of airy
synths, lofty vocal harmonies and
the deep tone of the bass truly create
a feeling of weightlessness. On the flipside, ‘Crow’ takes a
similar approach but with a shot of adrenaline to give the song
a pulsating, uptempo rhythm, ending with swathes of whirring
electronics. Joyous stuff. File under “ones to watch.” (TM)

Earlier in the EP ‘Waiting on the
Clock’ is a gorgeous meditation on
the thrill of a new relationship – and
it’s followed by the schizophrenic
madness of ‘The Sixth Wave’, which
is almost prog rock but could equally
sit on Sufjan Stevens’ Illinois. Indeed,
Jon Ouin’s arrangements on this EP
are both challenging and incredibly intricate. Tales From Terra
Firma was littered with references to life, death, birth and
marriage, and this EP is no exception. Opener ‘When You Touch
Down From Outer Space’ is an open letter to frontman Brian’s
unborn child, and is just one of the intensely personal moments
in these six songs. Stornoway have never been afraid to reference
their hometown, and with pointers to Tumbling Bay, the Covered
Market and South Park, this trend continues here – and long
may it continue. On this evidence, Stornoway’s versatility is
extremely evident – who knows where they’ll go next. (UL)

a lot of people. Singer Abe Davies
comes in somewhere between Bright
Eyes’ Conor Oberst and, appropriately
enough, Elliott Smith who the band
cover on the B-side. Going straight
for the jugular, the band re-interprets
‘Needle in the Hay’ in their own
image, softening some of the edges
which made the original so devastating. They’ve laid a solid
foundation, and if they can start to live up to their ‘experimental’
reputation then they’ll really be on to something. (TM)
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REVIEWS

national releases
with james & andrew from progressively less elephant

Arcade Fire: Reflektor
There has been a steady drip
feed of publicity for the last real
‘event’ release this year:
strange, interactive, papiermâché-featuring videos, hints
of a more dance-orientated
sound, and a lengthy, and at
times bizarre, Saturday Night
Live premiere of album tracks.
While some early-listen reviews found the sheer bulk of the record
to be off-putting, the two disc format works well when given time
to bed in and allows the tracks to breathe. The first half sees the
band turning their hand to slower, more dub-inflected rhythms
(purportedly brought on by front man Win Butler’s visit to Haiti
with his wife and band mate Regine Chassagne). Meanwhile, Disc
Two is more contemplative, and the electronics filter into a sleazy
pulse and move away from the bounce of the title track. Only time
will tell, but it could be that Reflektor is the record that allows
the band to throw off the shackles, the ‘po-faced’ accusations,
and even gives them the chance to return later to the more
driving, emotive sound with which they made their name.
Kurt Vile: It’s A Big World Out
There (And I Am Scared)
A classic odd and ends release
following his Wakin’ On A Pretty
Daze, a contender for album
of the year. Indeed, it’s also
been released as part of the
re-packaged version of said
album. Of the two new tracks
‘Feel My Pain’ is the clear highlight. Built on a classic Vile-style acoustic guitar melody set over
a fast paced drum machine pattern, its minimal construction is
probably the reason it didn’t make the LP. The second new track
‘The Ghost of Freddie Roach’ is more akin to the rest of the album,
with hazy, thick, chugging, guitars acting as a foundation for Vile
to noodle over the top of. It’s really nothing special and I can see
why it didn’t make the cut. Of the rest, two tracks are almost
identical reprises of EP lead track and album highlight ‘Never
Run Away’, which itself is presented as a ‘String Synth’ version,
adding exactly that to the chorus. ‘Snowflakes Are Dancing’,
another track from the album, is also present with an extra minute
or so added on to the end. Completing the package is a noodleheavy instrumental jam of ‘Air Bud’ presented as ‘Wedding Budz’.
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Four Tet: Beautiful Rewind
The new Four Tet record takes its
cue less from the straight 4/4
beats of the dancefloor and more
from the vocal led rhythms of
pirate radio. Kieran Hebden is
always keeping his fans on their
toes and starts as he means to go
on with ‘Gong’ – a track driven
by vocal samples and percussive
bells. This trend of unintelligible vocal samples is continued
throughout the album – ‘Buchla’ and lead single ‘Kool FM’ are cases
in point. The album seems to lack a lot of the emotional punch of
previous work and, indeed, rather than dynamic differences in the
music, Hebden seems to have concentrated on simple, repetitive
and intricate pieces of music. Having said that, there are a couple
of tracks that hark back to previous records – ‘Parallel Jalebi’
shuffles through like a distant cousin of ‘Locked’ from Pink, whilst
‘Unicorn’ could sit on any Four Tet album – it’s a beautiful symphony
of undulating synths which drop in and out and decrease in speed
while still managing to form a stunning and cohesive whole.
Parquet Courts: Tally All The
Things You Broke
EPs following full albums can
often sound like material that
didn’t meet the standard for the
full release. However, instead of
giving us filler, Parquet Courts
have seized the opportunity to
explore ideas that perhaps didn’t
fit, or were too late for the
2012’s long player. Lead track ‘You Got Me Wonderin’ Now’ takes
up the breakneck speed that current fans will be familiar with;
discordant guitar tones, sardonic lyrics and even some recorder
in the chorus let us know that we are in indie-pop territory, albeit a
masterful take on the recent slacker rock revival. The EP ends with
‘He’s Seeing Paths’, which is seven minutes of a fairly basic sounding
drum machine loop, with meandering interventions from the band.
While this may not sound like everyone’s cup of tea, it does show
that the band are confident enough to play with their audience,
and expand their post-punk palette into something more.

keep up to date with the progressively less elephant
djs at facebook.com/progressivelylesselephant
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EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT

'SJUI%FDtbBEW

4BUUI'FCtbBEW

6.30pm - 10pm

Dionne Bromfield

7pm - 11.30pm

QNBNtPWFSTPOMZ

£5 adv / NUS / members, £4 NHS

4BUTU%FDtbBEW
6.30pm - 11pm

Skeletor ft. God Speed
+ Invocation + I Cried Wolf
+ Visionfall + Overlord

Airbourne

4VOUI'FCtbBEW

Mike Peters

Declaration Tour 2014

5VFTUI'FCtbBEW

A Reggae Christmas
ft. Laidblak

4BUOE'FCtbBEW

plus Count Skylarlkin
+ DJ Bunjy + MC Joe Peng
6pm

In association with BBC Introducing

5VFTUI%FDtb FBSMZ bBEW
QNBNtPWFSTPOMZ

8FETUI%FDtbBEW

Upstairs ft. Black Hats

5VFTTU%FDtbBEW
QNBNtPWFSTPOMZ

Twenty One Pilots
7pm - 10pm

Lauren Aquilina
4BUTU.BStbBEW
6pm - 10pm

Room 94

5IVSTUI%FDtbBEW

Propaganda vs
Trashy - Prehistoric
New Years Eve

+ Trevor Moss and Hannah-Lou

5VFTTU%FDtbBEW
bBEWVOUJMUI%FDFNCFS

4VOUI.BStbBEW
“35 Years of The Selecter”

+ Lostalone + Christian & Craig McCabe of
Scottish classic rock five-piece River 68s

Switch
ft. Shy FX
New Years Eve

'SJUI%FDtbBEW

4BUUI+BOtbBEW

4BUUI.BStbBEW

Adrian Edmondson
& The Bad Shepherds
5IVSTUI%FDtbBEW

The Darkness

Electric Six + Stroke Of Luck
'SJUI%FDtbBEW

Happy Mondays

‘Bummed’ 25th Anniversary
+ The Sunshine Underground + Sulk

'SJUI%FDtbBEW
QNBNtPWFSTPOMZ

QNBNtPWFSTPOMZ

6.30pm - 10pm

Warpaint
4BUUI+BOtbBEW
7pm - 11.30pm

Upstairs
ft. Wild Swim

In association with BBC Introducing

5IVSTUI.BStbBEW

We Are Scientists
The Selecter

8FETUI.BStbBEW

Lissie

7pm - 10pm

The Dualers
.POUI.BStbBEW

The Stranglers
40th Anniversary Tour

5VFTUI.BStbBEW

Metronomy

Happy Mondays
Aftershow Party

5IVSTUI+BOtbBEW

8FETUI.BStbBEW

ft. BEZ DJ Set and special guests

Dan Le Sac vs
Scroobius Pip

4BUUI%FDtbBEW

8FETUI'FCtbBEW

4VOUI"QStbBEW

7pm - 11.30pm

Upstairs ft.
Gunning for Tamar

In association with BBC Introducing
+ We Aeronauts + Dallas Don’t
+ Traps + Maiians

5IVSTUI%FDtbBEW
7pm - 12am

Nyctophobia’s
True Sound

ft. Koven, Subnox and Moize

6.30pm - 11pm

Mayday Parade

+ Man Overboard + Divided By Friday

5VFTUI'FCtbBEW

Less Than Jake
& Reel Big Fish
+ Zebrahead

5IVSTUI'FCtbBEW

Cash

Payin’ Tribute to the Man In Black

Katy B

Matt Cardle

4VOUI"QStbBEW

Deaf Havana

5VFTUI"QStbBEW

Alkaline Trio
+ Bayside

'SJOE.BZtbBEW

3FTDIFEVMFETIPXtPSJHJOBMUJDLFUTWBMJE

Wretch 32

Tickets for Saturday night shows include FREE ENTRY TO PROPAGANDA / TRASHY (or £6 / £5 NUS on the door)
190 Cowley Road, Oxford, OX4 1UE
Doors 7pm unless stated
Venue box office opening hours:
Mon-Sat 12pm-5.30pm
TICKETWEBCOUKpWEGOTTICKETSCOM
SEETICKETSCOMpGIGANTICCOM

